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Marine ecosystems may contain diverse populations of bacteria which are supported by relatively few
limiting nutrients and which are predated upon by an equally diverse set of bacteriophages (viruses). The
network defined by which virus kill which bacteria strongly influences the overall persistence of the marine
community [1, 2, 3].

The dynamics of virus and immune response within a host can also be viewed as a complex ecological
system. The immune response predates on the pathogen, and distinct viral strains compete for a target
cell population, while immune response populations compete for the virus since their proliferation occurs
upon pathogen recognition. For example, during HIV infection an extensive family of CTL immune cells
recognize specific viral proteins presented on the surface of infected cells to effectively mediate their killing.
However HIV can rapidly evolve resistance to CTL attack at different epitopes. The ensuing battle creates
a dynamic network of interacting viral strains and immune response variants with variable levels of (strain)
reactivity [4].

It is unsurprising that similar mathematical models can be used to better understand the role of the
predation network structure on the ultimate bio-diversity of the community in each of these cases. The
models we consider consist of systems of Lotka-Volterra-like ordinary differential equations. The talk will
describe recent joint work with colleagues Dan Korytowski and Cameron Browne on the dynamics of such
models.
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